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There were not a lot of women in Gander in that first year after the
war. There were a few single girls who worked generally in service
jobs related to civil aviation, such the Airlines hotel. There were a
number of wives of men working in non-construction jobs such radio
communications and airport maintenance or operations. From photos
of that very early postwar period, women's clothing seemed to be
based more on utility and comfort rather than on the latest style.
At the same time, civilian airlines started their early experiments in
trans-Atlantic flying, slowly bringing in managers and staff, along with
their families. While these companies were quite often American, they
included women from all over. Trans World Airlines, Pan American,
Air France, Royal Dutch, Scandinavian and British companies, for
example, brought in wives familiar with international fashion.
Be it from the women who previously "toughed out" the war in
Newfoundland or those newly arrived, there was a now an increasing
demand for clothing of style.
But there was not much opportunity to buy ladies civilian wearing
apparel in Gander in 1946! The Newfy Bullet train bringing in
packages west from Grand Falls or east from St.John's was the usual
choice.
After Confederation in 1949, the Department of Transport invited the
T Eaton Company to open a dry-goods store. Eaton's took over bldg
133, a former civilian mess hall, in the area between the railway
station and the Administration Bldg, near the Gander Inn and the
Eastbound Inn.

But in the meantime, what was a girl to do?
There was an answer - mail-order catalogs!
In 1946, Newfoundland was not part of Canada, so mail order did not
spontaneously bring up images of the "Mainland". American
companies would have had as much, if not more, attraction,
especially as more Americans came to Gander.
One of those mail-order companies was "National Bellas Hess". It
was founded in the late 1800s as National Cloak & Suit and
renamed National Bellas Hess around 1910. It was originally located
in New York's Greenwich Village.
The following envelope was sent to National Bellas Hess from
Gander on 17 July 1946:

It is interesting to note that there were so few women in Gander at the
time that, unfortunately, no street address, postal code or other
indication was required to find her. Had she given a building number,
it would have been much easier to identify the company or business
that occupied the building she lived in.
A search of Gander telephone books, census reports and similar
documents does not show the name George A Welsh. However, the
address of National Bella Hess mail-order office that was contacted,
namely in Kansas City, just might give us a clue as to whom Mrs
Welsh might be.
It just so happens to the Trans World Airlines Headquarters was
located in that city. TWA inaugurated its trans-Atlantic service on O5
January 1946 and it goes without saying that setting up this
dramatically new service required the skills of highly qualified staff
over a certain period of time. One possibility is therefore that the Mrs
Welsh in question was the wife of a TWA employee, out from
headquarters.

On the other hand, according to the genealogy lists on this web site,
there once lived in building 149 a fellow by the name of George
Walsh. The occupants of #149 were usually employed by civil
aviation or meteorological, radio, and related staff, with a certain
amount of rotation. As well, the sources of information for the
genealogical list are varied and often based on memory. It is
therefore possible that the family name was in fact Welsh.
In any case, what might she have bought?
Below is shown the cover and two pages from the National Bell Hess
mail-order catalog of 1946.

Maybe I'm old-fashioned, but I love the style - sure beats sweatshirts,
hoodies and tank-tops.
If at the same time, we could bring back the prices.....!

